
Introduce yourself
PROJECT BRIEF
Create a single page design for an online profile to introduce yourself to the web :) The
aim of this project is to create a personal/professional profile page for yourself as a
single page design. Selecting any information you find suitable, create a design which
will present your chosen information clearly. The angle or approach is entirely up to you
- personable/friendly/fun or polite/formal/professional?

DELIVERABLES

The final submission must be one single folder - named by project and state your name.
It has to include the following:

work folder
— any drafts / sketches / wireframes you produced to plan your design
— working files: any files you worked on for the content or design of your site,

such as your original, layered files (psd/ai/afdesign...) — if any.
— presentation video: mini/short presentation of your project, file sent as MP4

site folder
standalone website folder for your single page design; the webpage must be online,
linked to from your coursework homepage and viewable by the deadline as well as
submitted separately.

"Standalone" = a site using only relative paths which can be viewed offline as well as
uploaded to any server directory and remain functional; this folder will be uploaded as
submitted and linked to by the folder name only ~ ensure it will work correctly when
viewed on-/off-line.
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Notes on submission
For this project, I'll ask you to submit your webpage as standalone folder which I will
upload to the eyelearn site, it will become the start of this year's gallery, showcasing your
work. I will not change your files or file names and use the folder as you send it ~ and link
to it by name. This our test run for any projects you submit to me :) If anything is wrong,
you will spot this and send me an updated version.
Your folders should be named in a meaningful manner, include the HTML file (index.html)
and any additional files which are included on your design.
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